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Abstract Transmission properties and high-speed swithng technologies are presented for 160-Gb/s O0DM
sWems, which need to prove cost-effecie In poinf-to-pont link transmission and should offer time-domain
ruting capabilities In order to become a commemral reait.

Introduction
The increasing demand for high bandwidth services
over digital subscriber lines, the fute deployment of
high quality video services and the take-up of fibre to
the home will lead to increased use of wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) at 10Gbfs and use of
higher charnel rate systems at 40Gb/s and 16OGb/s,
where cost effective.
Today, optical transmission systems are typcally
running at data rates of 2.5Gb/s or 10Gb/s per
channel. Systems with a channel data rate of 40Gb/s
have already been announced as a producL
Potentially, next generation time division multiplexed
(TDM) systems may run at 160-Gb/s line rate, which
presently can only be achleved by employing optical
time division multiplexing (OTDM) techniques,
There are two key criteria for 160-Gb/s OTDM
systems to become a commercial reaiity. First, they
need to prove economically beneficial in point-to-point
link transmIssion compared to state of the art 10- and
40-Gbts systems. Second, 160-Gb/s systems should
comply wi a fexible al-optical network and offer
time-domain routing capabilfties.
In this paper, we report on 160-Gb/s transmission
properties and switching technologies, enabling
efficent point-to-point transmission and time-domain
optical networxkig capabilities at 160Gb/s.

OTDM transmissIon system
The schematic of an exemplary 160-Gb/s

Transmitter

MUX 160 Gbit/s

40GHz 40Gb/s

10GHz I10Gb/s

transmission system is shown in Fig. 1. It includes a
160-Gb/s retum-to-zero (RZ) transmitter, a time-
domain optical add/drop (de)multiWexer (TD-OADM),
and a 160-Gb/s receiver. Both TD-OADM and
receiver require optical clock recovery as well as
compensation of chromatic dispersion (CD)' and
polarisation mode dispersion (PMD).
A time-domain opfical add/drop demultiplexer (TD-
OADM) represents a key component for time-domain
optical networking allowing to reduce the coarse
granularity of 160-Gb/s channel rates. It may be
particularly attractive In an outer core 160-Gb/s
OTDM collector ring.

Transmitter
Short-pulse (.2-ps) optical docks suffer from different
drawtacks today. modelocked laser diodes 1l1 tend to
show significant timing jitter, external pulse shapers
f2/ are lossy and limited in exfinction ratio. Finaly,
modelocked fibre lasers /3/ are offering excellent
pulse quailty; however they are not cost-effective.
Confinuous improvement on the different
technologies is expected to result In commercially
viable solutions soon.
A complete transmNter is shown in Fig. 1. The optical
clock produces a 10- or 40-GHz pulse train which is
split Into 16 or 4 branches, respectively. Each of them
is modulated before they are bit-intereaved using a
delay line multiplexer. For future commercial systems,
the optical mufflplexer may be Integrated together

OADM node Receiver

160 Gbit/s

lb,
PI

CD and PMD compensation, Optical Clock Recovery

Fig. 1: Schematk ofa 160-Gbls OTDM transmission system. OC. Optical Clock; CD: Chromatic Dispersion.
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with the modulators 14/ offering the additional
flexibility of adjusting the relative optical phase of
subsequent bits.

Fibre transmission
With increasing per-channel data rates system
tolerances are getting tight. Group velocity dispersion
has a strong influence on the system performance
and needs to be compensated to within ±3ps/nm if a
1-dB eye openng penalty is not be exceded /5/.
Adaptive dispersion compensation 161 will be required
for temperature inducd dispersion variations.
Moreover, the dispersion slope is a significant limiting
factor for single-channel 160-Gb/s transmission. For
instance, the transmission reach can almost be
doubled if the slope comipensation is raised fronm 74%
to 90%. Practically, higher order mode fibres,
synchronous phase modulation 17/ or fibre Bragg
grating-S /8/ may provide accurate slope
compensation. Assuming perfect slope
compensation, up to 12 x 80-km SSMF can be
bridge-d with error-free operation (BER=0Q") of the
160-Gb/s receiver (corresponding to a 23-dB OSNR
(0.1nm) in front of the receiver), when an optimised
distributed overcompensating dispersion map is
applied. The calculated transmission reach is the
same for multi-wavelength transission, snce single
channel nonlinear impairments are domninating.
Effective PMD compensation represents one of the
main challenges for successful long-haul transmission
at 160Gb/s. Various optical PMD cornpensation
techniques have been explored at 40Gb/s /9/ and
80Gb/s /1 / and may be applied to 160Gb/s.

OTDM demultiplexlng
Demultiplexing at 160Gb/s and beyond was
demonstrated using four-wave-mixing (FWM) in
optical fibres /11/ and semiconductor optical
amplifiers /12/ (SOA), electro-absorption modulators
/13/ (EAM), and cross phase modulation (XPM) in
optical fibres /14/ and SOAs /15/.
For practical system applications, Mach-Zehnder
interferometers with integrated SOAs (SOA-MZI) are
particularly attractive as high-speed opttcal gates.
They feature low switching energy, high compactness
and stability, as well as the potential for further optical
integration. Recently. error-free demultiplexing of 336
to I 0Gb/s has been reported by employing a hybrid-
integrated SOA-MZI /16/. For monolithically integrated
SOA-MZI switches 160- to 10-Gb/s demltiplexing
has been demonstrated /17,18/. However, until now,
the bit error rate (BER) performance indicated an
error floor. In our latest work, we find true error-tee
160- to 10-Gb/s demultiplexing. Also, we show that
the switch is capable to operate at a 40-Gb/s base
data rate.

Time domain optical addldrop (de)multiplexer
In extension to high-speed demultiplexing, SOA-MZls
can be used as TD-OADMs If both interferometer
output arms are made available. In the past, TO-
OADM functionality has been shown at data rates up
to 40Gb/s /19/. With the same technology applied to
1600Gb/s, our first results indicate that the through
channel signal may need to be reshaped for
successful operation. Other TD-OADM technologies
rely on EAM technology /20/ and XPM-based
wavelength conversion in optical fibres /21/.

Optical clock recovery
Both all-electronic /22/ and all-optical dock recovery
/23/ was demonstrated at a maximum data rate of
80Gb/s. Electro-optical schemes have proven
successful clock recovery even from 160-Gb/s signals
/24/.

Conclusion
We discussed transmission properties and switching
technologies for 160-Gb/s systems. While
transmission reach is found to be acceptable for outer
core applications, recent advances in demultiplexing
technologies indicate that TD-OADM functionality will
be available soon.
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